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Edit Comments Share by George J. Dance Robert M. Drake. Thanks to Miami New Times. Robert M. Drake (also R.M Drake) is the pseudonym of the American poet, writer and visual artist Robert Macias [1] (born 1981),[2] who found success by posting on web forum Instagram. Life[edit | edit source] Youth and
education[edit | edit source] Drake was born and raised in Miami, Florida, the youngest of 3 children of Colombian immigrants. His father was a maintenance man at Jackson Memorial Hospital, and his mother worked in a factory. We were very poor, he recalls. I remember there was a book fair at elementary school every
year. I'd see all the other kids get books. My parents couldn't afford it. His parents were too poor to pay for cable TV. [3] He began writing at 7, composing and illustrating his own Spiderman and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles fan stories. [3] He attended Miami Coral Park Senior High, where he was initially a maverick due
to his untylishele clothes and ignorance of the teen culture. I hated high school for the first two years, he recalled later. I've been through a lot of bullying. Sometimes he'd pretend to be sick so he could stay home that day. He continued to write and paint through high school, and over time got into hip-hop, break dancing,
and graffiti art, which helped him gain acceptance. [3] He took English at Dade College, where he discovered John Steinbeck, Virginia Woolfe, and Albert Camus (whose novel The Stranger made a big impression on him). He also studied painting, sculpture and music,[3] and went on to study digital communication at
Florida International University (FIU). [4] A childhood friend had called him Bobby Drake (after the superhero in the series of Marvel X-Men), and at the FIU he began his pictures Robert M. Drake. In 2010 he graduated from the FIU with a degree in fine arts. [4] Career[edit | edit source] How R.M. Drake Became
Instagram's Famous Poet graduation After Drake even worked as a content developer for a small company, then took a job as the art director at Spanish-language TV channel Univision. [6] He joined Instagram in November 2012,[6] and began posting his poetry there the following October. [3] He typed each poem using
an antique 1940s Royals typewriter on handmade paper, and photographed and uploaded the image. [6] He also made stencils of some of his poems, and used them to spray paint his poetry around the city, mainly on sidewalks. Ultimately, as an artist, that's one of the goals, he says. You want people to see it and
criticize it. I put my work there at the point where it will be very difficult to ignore who I am. In 2014, his Instagram account 40,000 viewers. [3] Actress Sohia Bush was the 1st celebrity to repost a Drake poem. In 2014, Khloé Kardashian began following Drake on Instagram and regularly re-posting his work; almost
immediately, its number of shot to 150,000. In 2015, Drake received more than 2,000 reposts a day on Instagram. His followers include more than 30 celebrities,[6] including Bush, Kardashian, Taye Diggs, Ludacris, Paris Hilton, Trina, Jermaine Dupri, Keyshia Cole, Wu-Tang Clan, and Khloé's half-sisters, Kylie and
Kendall Jenner. He had one million followers on Instagram and half a million on Tumblr, and gained 25,000 followers a week on Facebook and Twitter. [3] His online success allowed Drake to sign a distribution agreement, selling his self-published books through Amazon and Barnes and Noble. [7] In August 2014, he
published his debut collection, Beautiful Chaos, which was #4 on Amazon's bestselling chart, and quickly sold more than 30,000 copies. [3] By the next month, it had sold 50,000. Inspired by that success, he resigned from Univision to write full-time. [3] He continues to live and work in Miami,[1] where he consciously
maintains a low profile. He tends to avoid attention, rejecting invitations to poetry readings and television interview requests. I just feel better when no one really knows who I am, he said. [6] Writing [edit | edit source] The Poetic Genius of R.M Drake The Miami Herald notes that Macias' posts are easily distinguished by
his fans for their brevity in verse and visual appeal – both of which the 32-year-old credits to his success. [6] CBS Miami calls them short, concise and easy to relate to; they are filled with words about self-discovery, loneliness, heart-break and love. [5] His art gallery adds: Macias writes from the heart, using personal
experiences to create lyrical text. From short stories and longer poems to concise verses of one sentence, Macias touches his readers by showing a real expression of emotion. [1] His fans love his work, not only reposting, but respond with comments like: Yes yes yes yes exactly!!!, He speaks to me, Wow #truth, mind
explosion,[3] and I think Drake is writing for us. [5] As well as more than a million followers, though, his work has some opponents. Chauncey Mabe, a former book critic for the Sun Sentinel, says that [Macias'] poems resemble those of a very young and immature guy who tries to think hard about life. It's Hallmark map
level. Only really, really depressed Hallmark cards. [3] Publications[edit | edit source] Beautiful Chaos. Lulu.com / CreateSpace, 2014; Kansas City, MO: Andrews McMeel, 2016. Science: The stars in me are the stars in you. Lulu.com, 2015. A brilliant madness. Kansas City, MO: Andrews McMeel, 2015. Seeds of chaos.
[Vintage Wild?], 2017. Broken flowers, and other stairs to heaven. Kansas City, MO: Andrews McMeel, 2017. Moon theory. M. Drake, 2017. Stertheorie. Vintage Wild, 2018. [8] Lichttheorie. Vintage Wild, 2018. [9] Chaos Theorie. Vintage Wild, 2018. [10] Romans[bewerken | bewerkingsbron] bewerkingsbron] Butterfly.
Lulu.com, 2015; Kansas City, MO: Andrews McMeel, 2016. Gravity. Vintage Wild, 2017. Short fiction[edit | edit source] Beautiful and Damned: Stories. Kansas City, MO: Andrews McMeel, 2016. Nonfiction[edit | edit source] Spaceship: A collection of quotes for the misunderstood. Lulu.com, 2014. Rm drake poetry you
are not good for me, except where noted, bibliographic information courteously WorldCat. [11] See also[edit | edit source] Instapoets List of U.S. poets References[edit | edit source] Notes[edit | edit source] ↑ 1.0 1.1 1.2 R.M. Drake, Avant Gallery. Web, July 29, 2018. ↑ He gave his age as 32 in November 2015 (Kaur
2015) and March 2016 (Swenson 2016). ↑ 3.00 3.01 3.02 3.03 3.04 3.05 3.06 3.07 3.08 3.09 3.10 3.11 3.12 Kyle Swenson, How Did R.M Drake's sidewalk poetry earn a million followers and a Best-Selling Book?, Miami New Times, February 16, 2016. Web, July 29, 2018. ↑ 4.0 4.1 Brahamdeep Kaur, Famous R.M.
Drake, The Roaring Times. Web, July 29, 2018. ↑ 5.0 5.1 5.2 South Florida Poet Making His Mark, CBS Miami, May 4, 2015. ↑ 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 6.7 Jackie Salo, Miami poet R.M. Drake breathes new life into enthusiasm for poetry through Instagram, Miami Herald, March 25, 2015. Web, July 29, 2018. ↑ Heba
Hasan, Who is R.M. Drake? How a writer used Instagram to become an Amazon bestseller, Tech Times, February 2015. Web, July 29, 2018. ↑ Star Theory, Amazon.com. Web, July 29, 2018. ↑ Light Theory, Amazon.com. Web, July 29, 2018. ↑ Chaos Theory, Amazon.com. Web, July 29, 2018. ^ Search results =
au:Robert M Drake, WorldCat, OCLC Online Computer Library Center Inc. Web, July 29, 2018. External links[edit | edit source] Poems Audio/ video Books Robert M. Drake at Amazon.com Robert M. Drake at Goodreads About This is a signed article by User:George Dance. It can be edited for spelling or typos, but not
for content, except by the author. If you created a username and verified your identity, provided you've set out your credentials on your user page, add comments as a peer review at the bottom of this article. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. 1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13.
14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. She was a beautiful dreamer. The kind of girl, holding her head in the clouds, held above the stars and left regret under the earth she walked on. - Robert M Drake Death is the easy part, the hardest part is living and knowing that you could be so much more than you are willing to be. -
Robert M Drake Sometimes the most beautiful people are beautifully broken. - robert m drake Sometimes to discover for yourself you have to destroy yourself. - Robert M Drake A tamed woman will never make her mark on the world. - Robert M Drake Somewhere along the way we all go a Crazy. So burn, let go and
dive diving the horror, because maybe it's the chaos that helps us find where we belong. - Robert M Drake The best kind of people are the ones who stay. - Robert M Drake We swallowed the chaos because we knew we didn't want to be ordinary. - Robert M Drake She was broken, I think it's because she loved too
much and she was always blind to the fact that love is also sometimes broken. - Robert m Drake Madness and chaos are self-structing but still thinking about it is suicide. - Robert M Drake But dear, don't be afraid of love it's just magic. - Robert M Drake If I lived a million lives, I would have felt a million feelings and I
would still have fallen a million times for you. - Robert M Drake It's funny, because all it took was a broken heart and that alone was enough , enough for her to do everything she ever dreamed of. - Robert M Drake Appreciate the moment of a first kiss; It could be the last time you own your heart. - robert m drake Society
will always be too fragile to accept us for all that makes us beautiful. - robert m drake Suddenly everything was beautiful. The way she viewed the world was nothing more than a reflection of herself. - Robert M Drake The truth is that I didn't need therapy; I just had to feel loved and know that someone out there wanted
my attention. - Robert M Drake I had to learn to live without you and I couldn't feel like it, because I left so much of me in you. - Robert M Drake To be human is to be broken and broken its own kind beautiful. - Robert M Drake She was broken from moment to moment. , watching her world collide she felt lost in herself.
She fell apart for a passion that flamed beneath her. She waited and died a hundred times, it dripped out of her pores. The moment she let go, she rose over the silence as the star she was born. - robert m drake It was never about the world being too big, it was more like it was too much for the world to handle. - Robert
M Drake Maybe I hope too much. Maybe I'm dreaming too much or maybe I'm holding too much to just give up. - Robert M Drake She needed the chaos in her to discover the extraordinary that no one could ever achieve. - robert m drake I know how you feel because I've been there too. I hated and I loved. I've seen my
demons root and crawl and branch my angels and float. I've died in myself and lived a thousand different lives. I too am fighting the same war and I too am drowning in the pools of self-awareness that this world has created. - robert m drake You are as free as you think you are and freedom will always be as real as you
think it is. - Robert M. Drake, Beautiful Chaos Maybe one day we will find where you and I can be together and we will within the waves of change. So hear me, you're not alone. - robert m drake You're not a bad person, you're just a little different and I'm one for that. - Robert M Drake Maybe love was meant to save us
from ourselves. - Robert M Drake She burned wildly for the one she loved and he stood there watching, hoping that he too would be set on fire by the violence that stirred in her heart. As if love in you is love in me. So maybe we're both a little crazy. Enough to believe that we are found where dreams are born and
beneath our faults remain a science, where you and I will walk away and leave nothing behind. - Robert M Drake « previous 1 2 3 4 5 following » » » »
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